Subject and Object Questions Exercise 1

Make an object question and a subject question.

1. The car is in the garage.
   Object question: _____________________________________________________________
   Subject question: _____________________________________________________________
2. Julie loves ice-cream.
   Object question: _____________________________________________________________
   Subject question: _____________________________________________________________
3. The food was on the table.
   Object question: _____________________________________________________________
   Subject question: _____________________________________________________________
4. The student is from Colombia.
   Object question: _____________________________________________________________
   Subject question: _____________________________________________________________
5. David has lost his wallet.
   Object question: _____________________________________________________________
   Subject question: _____________________________________________________________
   Object question: _____________________________________________________________
   Subject question: _____________________________________________________________
7. The caterpillar became a butterfly.
   Object question: _____________________________________________________________
   Subject question: _____________________________________________________________
8. The teacher is living in Istanbul.
   Object question: _____________________________________________________________
   Subject question: _____________________________________________________________
9. William has visited Spain.
   Object question: _____________________________________________________________
   Subject question: _____________________________________________________________
10. The teenagers enjoyed the party.
    Object question: _____________________________________________________________
    Subject question: _____________________________________________________________
Answers to Subject and Object Questions Exercise 1

(The object question is first, and then the subject question.)

1. Where is the car? / What is in the garage?
2. What does Julie love? / Who loves ice cream?
3. Where was the food? / What was on the table?
4. Where is the student from? / Who is from Colombia?
5. What has David lost? / Who has lost his wallet?
7. What did the caterpillar become? / What became a butterfly?
8. Where is the teacher living? / Who is living in Istanbul?
9. Where has William visited? / Who has visited Spain?
10. What did the teenagers enjoy? / Who enjoyed the party?